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            What Is An Eclipse, When Its Not An Eclipse?
                                           

                                        Stephen L. Coulter ...P. INV.

                                                Wawa, Ontario Canada

                                               coulter_367@hotmail.com     

       “Everything we see in a shadow cast by that which we do not see.” 
                                    Martin Luther King Jr. January 15, 1929 - April 4, 1968[1]

Abstract

Shadows and eclipses have been a spectacle that has been celebrated, feared and worshiped since the

dawn of man. Shadows will follow us like a trusted friend, with us everyday, Eclipses however, to most,

disappear until their next appearance, and not thought of again, until then. In this paper, I will use general

knowledge of our solar system as well as basic geometry and trigonometry to confirm the existence of coned

shaped “Dark” zones within our solar system, orbiting the sun at different speeds, sizes, and distances. Also

that, in these pockets there may be a constant fluctuating temperature drop, due to the lack of exposer to the

suns light. I will also speculate the possibility of other planetary bodies that may exist within these Dark

Pockets. In conclusion I will discuss the possible dangers and precautions that should be taken into

consideration when planning future long term manned and un-manned deep space missions. 

Authors Note: All measurements are based on current estimates. Due to unpredictable factors such as

irregular dimensions(example...earth is not completely rounded due to the effects of gravitational forces)

also, solar activity, space weather, asteroids and other unforseen elements, that can effect space temperature.

By no means do I expect my calculations to be exact or accurate. This paper was written more about the

awareness of these mysterious, possible dangerous zones that exist in our solar system and to use caution

while entering this new age of space travel. 

                                                                                             Stephen L. Coulter Nov 2015
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                                            Shadows And Eclipses

1. Shadows And Eclipses

a. What is a shadow? A shadow defined “... is a region where light from a light source is obstructed

by an opaque object. It occupies all of the three-dimensional volume behind an object with light in front of

it. The cross section of a shadow is a two-dimensional silhouette, or reverse projection of the object blocking

the light.”[2] 

 

b. What is an eclipse? There are two types of eclipses Lunar and Solar: 

   

Lunar: A lunar eclipse occurs when the Moon passes directly behind the Earth into its umbra

(shadow). This can occur only when the sun, Earth and moon are aligned (in "syzygy") exactly, or very

closely so, with the Earth in the middle.[3]

   

Solar: A Solar eclipse is a type of eclipse that occurs when the Moon passes between the Sun and

Earth, and the Moon fully or partially blocks ("occults") the Sun.[4]

                    

    

            

                Lunar Eclipse 

Solar Eclipse

 
Photos courtesy of http://www.space.com/ All rights reserved.
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About Dark Zones - What are they? Where are they? 

How much space do they occupy?

2. About Dark  Zones

a. What are Dark Zones? Dark zones are the areas of darkness that follow the shadow of a planetary

body that is totally void of the suns light. These Dark Zones are basically cone shaped reaching out into our

solar system and maybe beyond. These cone shaped pockets are made up of the penumbra( the partial or

imperfect shadow outside the complete shadow of an opaque body, as a planet, where the light from the

source of illumination is only partly cut off[5]), the umbra( the complete or perfect shadow of an opaque

body, as a planet, where the direct light from the source of illumination is completely cut off[6] ) and the

apex( the tip, point, or vertex; summit[7] ). see diag. (1)

Diag. (1) Shadow Geometry

    

 http://mysite.du.edu/~jcalvert/astro/shadows.htm

             J. B. Calvert  jcalvert@du.edu All rights reserved
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b. Where are these Dark Zones? Dark zones are the umbra extending out to the apex and orbit in

sync with the planetary body that it shadows, its length is based on its radius, angle of penumbra and distance

from the sun. diag. (2) Naturally, larger planets will throw longer shadows while smaller planets would

produce shorter ones. By using the cone calculator[9], assigning a slant angle of the penumbra at approx.

26 degrees and using the radius of the planet, we can approximate shadow length.  see Chart (1) If we use

the distance to the apex from the planetary body as markers we can calculate the orbit of these zones in our

solar system(see Scope). see diag. (3) , and the speed they are traveling. see chart (2).  

Diag. (2) Measuring Distance From Sun

note: In the diagram, this angle will be the Sun-Earth-Venus angle marked as "e" in the right angled triangle.

Now, using the trigonometry, one can determine the distance between Earth and Venus in terms of the

Earth-Sun distance:

distance between Earth and Venus = a * cosine(e).

Vasudev Jakhar https://www.quora.com/How-did-we-get-to-know-the-distance-between-Sun-and-Earth 

Quora, Inc https://www.quora.com/ All rights reserved
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Chart. (1) Distance Of Apex From Sun

 

Planet Planet Distance from

Sun [8]

Diameter(km)

[8]

Radius(km) Length of

Shadow(km)[9]

Distance Of Apex From

Sun

Mercury 57,900,000 km

0.387 A.U.

4879 2440 33 696 57,933,696 km

0.3872628AU

Venus 108,200,000 km

0.723 A.U.

12,104 6052 83 578 108,283,578 km

0.723831AU

Earth 149,600,000 km

1.000 A.U.

12,756 6378 88 080 149,688,080 km

1.000603AU

Mars 227,900,000 km

1.524 A.U.

6792 3396 46 913 227,946,913 km

1.523731AU

Jupiter 778,600,000 km

5.203 A.U.

142,984 71492 987 300 779,587,300 km

5.2112192AU

Saturn 1,433.500,000 km

9.523 A.U.

120,536 60268 832 300 1,434,332,300 km

9.5879192AU

Uranus 2,872,000,000 km

19.201 A.U.

51,118 25559 352 970 2,872,852,970 km

19.203836AU

Neptune 4,495,100,000 km

30.040 A.U.

49,528 24764 342 020 4,495,442,020 km

30.0501738AU

Pluto 5,906,400,000 km

39.480 A.U.

2370 1185 15 881 5,906,415,881 km

39.4819515AU

note : (PDFS + LS = DAFS)

                     PDFS = Planet Distance from Sun

                      LS = Length of Shadow

                      DASF = Distance of Apex from Sun 

                      

          Radius= ½ diameter

Scope: Informally, the term "solar system" is often used to mean the space out to the last planet. Scientific

consensus, however, says the solar system goes out to the Oort Cloud, the source of the comets that swing

by our sun on long time scales. Beyond the outer edge of the Oort Cloud, the gravity of other stars begins

to dominate that of the sun.

The inner edge of the main part of the Oort Cloud could be as close as 1,000 AU from our sun. The outer

edge is estimated to be around 100,000 AU.[14]
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Diag. (3) Geostationary Orbits

1. Mercury would have a Dark Zone approx. 33 696km to the apex. With a geostationary    

            orbit of 88 days.

2. Venus would have a Dark Zone approx. 83 578km to the apex. With A geostationary        

           orbit of 225 days

3. Earth would have a Dark Zone approx. 88 080km to the apex. With a geostationary  orbit

of 1 year.
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Chart. (2) Velocity Of Dark Zones

Planet Orbit Velocity(km/s)[8] Days/Years Of Orbit[8] Length Of Dark Zone(km)(a)

Mercury 47.4 88 .24 33 696

Venus 35.0 224.7 .61 83 578

Earth 29.8 365.2 1 88 080

Mars 24.1 687 1.8 46 913

Jupiter 13.1 4331 12 987 300

Saturn 9.7 10747 29 832 300

Uranus 6.8 30589 84 352 970

Neptune 5.4 59800 164 342 020

Pluto 4.7 90560 248 15 881

(a) note: Dark Zone length from center of Planetary body to Apex of shadow. 

The Dark zones that are on the outer most region of our solar system would be traveling very slowly

through space. Pluto moving the slowest at 90,560 days for every earth year. While Mercury’s Dark zone

would lap earth four times in the same period.
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c. How much space do they occupy? These Dark zones vary in size depending on the diameter of

the planetary body it is shadowing. Jupiter would take up the largest area of space, (see Scope)while Pluto

would take up the smallest. Now by taking the volume of the Dark zone cone and subtract ½ of the volume

of the planet, we can get a rough idea of the total space being occupied. see Chart. (3)

Chart. (3) Volume Of Dark Zones

Planet Radius(km) Volume of Planet

[10]

½ Volume of

Planet

Volume of Cone[9] Approx Volume

of Dark Zone

Mercury 2440 6.09e+10 km³ 3.04e+10 km³ 2.10e+11 km³ 1.80e+11 km³

Venus 6052 9.29e+11 km³ 4.64e+11 km³ 3.20e+12 km³ 2.74e+12 km³

Earth 6378 1.09e+12 km³ 5.43e+11 km³ 3.75e+12 km³ 3.21e+12 km³

Mars 3396 1.64e+11 km³ 8.20e+10 km³ 5.66e+11 km³ 4.84e+11 km³

Jupiter 71492 1.53e+15 km³ 7.65e+14 km³ 5.28e+15 km³ 4.52e+15 km³

Saturn 60268 9.17e+14 km³ 4.58e+14 km³ 3.16e+15 km³ 2.70e+15 km³

Uranus 25559 6.99e+13 km³ 3.50e+13 km³ 2.41e+14 km³ 2.06e+14 km³

Neptune 24764 6.36e+13 km³ 3.18e+13 km³ 2.20e+14 km³ 1.88e+14 km³

Pluto 1185 6.97e+09 km³ 3.49e+09 km³ 2.40e+10 km³ 2.05e+10 km³

½VP - VC = VDZ

Sphere Volume = ¾ Br³

Cone Volume = aBr²h

Scope: Sun Volume 1,409,000,000,000,000,000 km³ / Jupiter Volume 4,520,000,000,000,000 km³

Approx. 311.7 Dark zones from Jupiter could fit inside the sun. While the sun could contain approx.

68,731,707 of Pluto’s Dark zones.
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About Dark Zones - Temperature Drop

3. About Dark Zones - Temperature Drop

a) What we already know? As mankind, we have studied the sun, the moon, and the stars, and we

have learned much. For example, we have learned, within an eclipse there is an approx. drop of 5° F / 3°

C[13] in temp. at its peek. We have also learned, that as we travel further away from the sun there an approx.

drop in temp. by 40% per AU. see Table (1). We have discovered, that space has an average temp. of  2.7

K/-454 F/-270 C [12] , and we have also determined that -459.67 F/-273.15 C is absolute zero or 0

Kelvin.[12] 

     Table 1: Temperature drop moving from the sun.

b) How low can it go? Using the facts we have, I suggest that within these Dark zones temps can

drop far below normal space, continually dropping lower upon reaching its apex. see Chart.(4) Without ever

having exposure to the sun these zones would continuously dropping in temp, and would in turn effect the

temp of the space that it is occupying.
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Chart. (4) Average Temperature Drop Within Dark Zone

Planet Average Mean Temp

(C)(F)(K)[8]

Distance from

Sun[8]

Length Of

Shadow (km)

Distance Of

Apex From Sun

40 % Drop

per AU (F)

3°C-5°F

Fluctuation

Mercury

(see note)

167° 333° 440.15 57,910,000 km

0.387AU

33 696 57,933,696 km

0.3872628AU

Venus 464° 867° 737.15 108,200,000

km

0.723AU

83 578 108,283,578

km

0.723831AU

Earth 15° 59° 288.15 149,600,000

km

1.000AU

88 080 149,688,080

km

1.000603AU

Mars -65° -85° 208.15 227,900,000

km

1.524AU

46 913 227,946,913

km

1.523731AU

Jupiter -110° -166° 163.15 778,600,000

km

5.203AU

987 300 779,587,300

km

5.2112192AU

Saturn -140° -220° 133.15 1,433,500,000

km

9.523AU

832 300 1,434,332,300

km

9.5879192AU

Uranus -195° -320° 78.15 2,872,500,000

km

19.201AU

352 970 2,872,852,970

km

19.203836AU

Neptune -200° -330° 73.15 4,495,100,000

km

30.04AU

342 020 4,495,442,020

km

30.0501738AU

Pluto -225° -375° 48.15 5,906,400,000

km

39.48AU

15 881 5,906,415,881

km

39.4819515AU

1AU-2AU = 40% drop in temp   

3° C - 5° F drop within umbra

1AU = 149 597 870 km

 average temp. of space = 2.7 K/-454° F/-270° C 

note : Orbiting between 28 and 43 million miles (46 and 70 million kilometers) from the sun,

Mercury, also the smallest planet, feels the brunt of the solar rays. The planet has an average

temperature of 332 degrees Fahrenheit (167 degrees Celsius) The day side of the planet reaches

temperatures of up to 801 F (427 degrees C). In contrast, the chilly night side can get as cold as

minus 279 F (minus 173 C).[15]
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Dark Zones - Dangers Hiding In The Dark

4. Dark Zones - Dangers Hiding In The Dark.  The dark side has always been somewhat of a

mystery to man. We are only now just beginning to explore the darker regions of our solar system.

Images being sent back are revealing little information of the conditions on the dark side of a planet and

in their shadows path. Heat censors as well as solar energy are almost useless within these Dark zones.

However sound waves could possibly be used to detect larger planetary bodies.

  The image was taken with the Wide Angle Camera on board Cassini on January 15, 2015

               Image credit: NASA / JPL-Caltech / Space Science Institute.                                                  

http://www.sci-news.com/space/science-cassini-saturn-tethys-03250.html

                                      Pluto sends a breathtaking farewell to New    

   Horizons. Backlit by the sun, Pluto’s               

   atmosphere rings its silhouette like a               

   luminous halo in this image taken by              

    NASA’s New Horizons spacecraft around     

     midnight EDT on July 15 2015

 Photo: February 2007’s New Horizons 

             encounter at Jupiter

             Image credit: NASA.gov 
               http://wanderingspace.net/cat/jupiter/page/3/

                                              https://commons.wikimedia.org                  

                                                      /wiki/File: Pluto_Departure_                      

                                                      by_New_Horizons.jpg                            

                                     Image credit: NASA.gov
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Conclusions

As mankind explores  further into deep space we must be mindful of these obstacles that we

will be faced with. Caution should be taken when exploring these regions, I believe as we prosper and

grow we will continue to expand our understanding of our solar system and will develop new

technologies to aide in our quest for the stars.

These Dark zones appear to be a clear and present danger to all future deep space missions,

manned or unmanned. The unpredictable nature of the conditions within these zones makes it very

difficult to estimate more precise measurements. Fluctuating temperatures, solar storms, space dust,

meteors, and other space phenomenon will all play major roles when determinating the safety factor

within a Dark zone. 

      “The quest for knowledge is a noble effort but should never come at the cost of our safety.”
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